Traveling light
à La Fresh

Here’s a great idea for camping trips – the La Fresh Travel Packets – a set of six foil packed one-time make-up and skin care products designed for the ladies to take on the road.

The La Fresh collection encompasses six essential products: an alcohol-free makeup remover towelette; eye and lips make-up remover towelette; anti-bacterial towelette; Minty Mitt dental finger mitt; a hydrating lotion towelette with vitamin E, and a deodorant towelette for women.

Our test teams found the products to be excellent travel companions as they effectively replaced the usual travelling toiletry kit. There’s a full line of products including hair gel, shaving cream, sunscreen, shoe shine and even a cleaning kit for your sunglasses, plus the “ultimate survival kit” for “him”.

Packaged to be acceptable for airport security, all of the La Fresh products are available on-line through www.lafreshgroup.com.

NEW KOA KAMPING LODGES
KOMING SOON!

General Coach, of Hensall, Ontario, has announced that they will be supplying a series of Kamping Lodges to selected KOA Kampgrounds throughout North America.

The lodges, designed to be more spacious than the very popular Kamping Kabins, feature two bedrooms, a generous galley, livingroom, and full bathroom.

For information on the availability of reservations in the Kamping Lodges, please consult the KOA Kampground at the destination of your choice, or visit www.koa.com

On The LEVEL

Our road test teams are going wild over the RV Leveler from Cipa – a battery operated remote sensing unit that lets you level your RV with ease.

You simply place the base unit (the silver part) on the floor near the centre of the RV, and take the handheld remote with you to your leveling jack locations – the unit has a range of 30 feet. As you adjust your jacks, the LEDs on the remote light up to indicate which corner of the unit is high or low… by the time you have adjusted the fourth corner of your unit, all of the LED’s will glow green, and your unit will be perfectly level.

It’s simple, affordable, and it works like a charm. Available through your local RV dealer.
We Put This Genie to THE TEST!

Over the years, our RV Lifestyle Magazine Road Test Teams have heard it all, tried a few, and kept only one of the many devices that have claimed to enhance fuel efficiency... because after examining decades of gizmos and gadgets, this one seems to work!

The Fuel Genie is a simple spiral fin that creates a “vortec” effect when installed in the automotive air intake hose, and the reduction in diameter of the Fuel Genie increases the airflow or “venturi” effect as the air passes through it. The combination of these two effects causes the air to mix better with fuel in the throttle body, while it increases the amount of airflow... the result – better fuel efficiency, more “pep” and cleaner emissions.

The inventor, Brian Leuenberger, and his brother Danny installed the Fuel Genie in our test vehicles in about five minutes, and we charted the results for more than a year before we were prepared to go to press with an endorsement of this product. Not only did the product live up to the claims of the manufacturer, but when we took our ten year-old test vehicle to the Ontario Drive Clean emission testing facility, it produced results so clean that the technicians double-checked their equipment. For the complete story visit the website at www.thefuelgenie.com

NEW Dealer in town!

Tony Colucci’s Burlington RV Centre has relocated after more than 15 years in the Burlington area. The dealership is now located at 59 Dundas Street East in Waterdown, Ontario, (the previous location of Liddles RV at Hwy 5 and Hwy 6 Clappisons Corners) neighbouring longtime motorhome specialists, Bill and Jason Braden of Sun n Fun RV.

This busy location will provide a lot of drive-by traffic with the recently built Supercentre: Canadian Tire, The Keg, Zellers, Rona and a new Wal Mart, opening soon.

Eventually, the dealership will take on a new name, Waterdown Camping Centre, to fit the location. Tony will continue to handle towables, including Rockwood by Forest River and Tab – the Micro lite teardrop trailer by Dutchmen. The dealership will offer a full range of sales and service, parts and rentals. For more information call 905-319-1535.

OPEN HOUSE SEASON IS HERE!

With the warm weather, RV dealers throughout Canada are inviting their customers and friends to drop by for the annual Open House festivities.

Our RV Lifestyle Magazine website, www.rvlifemag.com has compiled a listing of these open houses check it out for more information from the RV dealers in your area!

2009 Canadian Campground Directory issue

The 38th annual Camping Canada RV Lifestyle Canadian Campground Directory issue is now in print, and on its way to subscribers and newsstands throughout the nation.

With more than 4,000 campgrounds listed, this is the most comprehensive directory of its kind published in Canada, and a great bargain at just $5.95 (FREE if you subscribe to RV Lifestyle Magazine).